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Fonds Description


8.19 m. of textual records and other materials.

**Administrative History**

*BC Studies* was established in late 1968 by its first editors Margaret Prang and Walter Young. While professors in the Faculty of Arts at UBC, both Prang and Young perceived a need to establish a journal for the publication of the work of British Columbia's expanding scholarly community. In support of this endeavour, UBC provided office space and a business manager to operate within the administrative structure of the University’s Publications Centre which later became UBC Press (1971). As a quarterly journal, *BC Studies* communicates the results of scholarly inquiry in a variety of fields relating to British Columbia. *BC Studies* also reviews books dealing with the province and publishes a comprehensive bibliography of material relating to it. The intellectual direction of the Journal is monitored through an editorial board made up of representatives from British Columbian universities. Prang and Young remained co-editors until 1983 when they were replaced by Allan Smith. Jean Barman and Cole Harris became co-editors in 1995, succeeded in turn by R.A.J. McDonald in 2002, and Graeme Wynn in 2008. *BC Studies* has been supported through funding from UBC, the University of Victoria, and Simon Fraser University, and a variety of government funding agencies.

**Scope and Content**

Fonds consists of correspondence, manuscripts, and reports relating to the content and publication of *BC Studies* as well as its relationship with other UBC bodies. Also included are financial records relating to the internal and external funding of the journal. The fonds is arranged in 6 series: Articles, Book Reviews, Printer’s series, Correspondence, Financial Records, and Miscellaneous.

**Notes**

Fonds consists of institutional records – access requests must be reviewed by the University’s FOIPOP Coordinator.

Includes: 8 photographs, 3 computer diskettes, 1 CD, 3 DVDs.

File list available.
Series Descriptions

**Article Series.** -- 1982-2010.
2.61 m of textual records.
3 computer diskettes.
1 CD.

Series consists of rough drafts and revisions of manuscripts submitted for publication in *BC Studies*. Also included are correspondence between the authors and the journal editor, as well as comments and reports from referees prior to publication approval.

Series arranged by issue and author.

Boxes 1-5(5), 10-12(5), 14(1-14a, 16-20, 22a-24, 26-32), 15(1-2, 4-5, 7-1), 17, 20 (6-13), 21, 22, 23, 24 (1-10)

66.5 cm of textual records.

Series consists of correspondence between book review authors and the editor as well as rough drafts and revisions of their reviews. Also included are responses from authors and comments from referees.

Boxes 5(6-18), 12(6-10), 14(15, 21, 25), 15(6), 18(1-9), 19 (7-10), 20 (1-5), 24 (11-14)

**Printer’s Series.** -- 1982-2011.
1.71 m of textual records.
3 DVDs.

Series consists of correspondence relating to the publication of whole issues of the journal. Also included are final drafts of articles submitted for publication. In addition, the series contains instructions to the Printer relating to the lay-out of each issue.

Series arranged by issue.

Boxes 6-8(5), 12(11-19), 13(1-11), 18(10-19), 19 (1-6), 25, 26, 27, 28(1)

59.5 cm of textual records.
Series consists of incoming and outgoing correspondence between the Editor of *BC Studies* and its contributors, printers and administrators. In addition, the series contains correspondence with other like journals as well as appeals to potential subscribers.

Boxes 8(6-37), 9(1-34), 13(12), 15(12-13), 28(2-4)

53 cm. of textual records.

Series consists of reports, ledgers and budgets relating to *BC Studies* expenditures in the production of the Journal. Series also consists of grant applications and financial statements related to outside funding agencies.

Boxes 9(35-49), 16.

17.5 cm of textual records.

Series consists of materials relating to the production of the Journal including style sheets, drafts of cover and lay-out designs, and notes relating to circulation as well as the development of theme issues. In addition, series contains publications and clippings relating to the Canadian scholarly journals. This series also contains lists of manuscripts submitted to *BC Studies* and their status.

Boxes 9(50-69), 13(13-14), 15(3).

8 photographs.

Series consists of photographs taken during the Editorial Board field trip to Nicola and the Okanagan Valleys in British Columbia.
File List

ARTICLE SERIES

BOX 1

Issue 55

1-1 K. Coates, Furs Along the Yukon: Hudson's Bay Company -- Native Trade in the Yukon Basin 1982
1-2 Tennant [Paul] 1982
1-3 Brian Wharf, PUBLIC POLICY IS A VOLUNTARY AFFAIR 1982

Issue 56

1-4 A. Artibise, "A Worthy, if Unlikely Enterprise": the Labour Relations Board 1982

Issue 57

1-5 Karen Duffek, "Authenticity" and the Marketing of Contemporary Northwest Coast Indian Art n.d.
1-6 [Fudge, Stephen K.] n.d.
1-7 [Pinkerton, Evelyn] n.d.

Issue 58

1-8 Cole HARRIS, Moving Amid the Mountains, 1870-1930 n.d.
1-10 Wilson, Uprooting and Rerooting: Reflections on the Columbia River Experience 1982

Issue 59

1-12 Phyllis Veasey, "It Would Put us on Easy Street" 1981-1982
1-13 Veazey John Hendry and the Vancouver, Westminster and Yukon Railway 1983 (photos in file)
Issue 60
1-14  Iino, [Masako]  1983
1-15  Kardam, Nukhet "Interest Group Power and Government Regulation: The Cases of Mining and Insurance ..."  1983
1-17  Lewis Norah - Educ, UBC Creating the Little Machine: Child Rearing in BC 1919 to 1939  1982

Issue 61
1-19  Calam, John A Most Important Event: Establishment and Early Years of BC’s Normal Schools  1982
1-20  John Calam  1983-1984
1-21  Sarty, [Roger] Defence of BC  1983

Issue 62
1-22  Blake, [Donald E.]  1984
1-23  Bowering, [George]  1984

Issue 63
1-26  Leonard, [Frank]  1984

Issue 64
1-27  Coates, K. [Ken]  1984
1-29  Smyth, [David]  1984

Issue 65
1-31  Petter [Andrew]  1984
Issue 66

1-33  Ball, [Georgina]  1984-1985

Issue 67

1-36  Acheson, [Steven R.]  1985

BOX 2


Issue 68

2-3  Cohen [sic] [Cohn, Werner]  1985
2-4  Hak, [Gordon] [1]  1985
2-5  Milne, [Stephen]  1985

Issue 69-70

2-6  Barman, [Jean]  1984  69-70

Issue 71

2-7  Burrows, [James K.]  1985
2-8  Lamb, [Kaye]  1986

Issue 72

2-9  Girard, [Charlotte]  1985-1986
2-10  Kolankiewicz, [Leon] (1)  1984
2-11  Kolankiewicz, [Leon] (2)  1984-1986

Issue 73

2-12  Archer, [Christon]  1985-1987
2-13  Dorcey, [Anthony]  1986
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Woodcock, [George] 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hedley, [R. Alan] 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hughes, [Alan] 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resnick, [Philip] 1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Hoffman, [James] 1986-1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Turnbull, [A. Douglas] 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wilson, [Jeremy] 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Campbell, [Robert] 1986-1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fraser, [Joan N.] 1986-1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mouat, [Jeremy] 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Johnston, [Hugh] 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOX 3</td>
<td>Fedorak, [Charles John] 1988</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Issue 80

3-4 Lai, [David Chuen-Yan] 1988
3-5 Marchak, [Patricia] 1988

Issue 81

3-6 Erickson, [Lynda], Carty, [Kenneth and] Blake, [Donald] 1988
3-7 Fleming, [Thomas] 1988
3-8 Gray, [Stephen] 1988

Issue 82

3-9 Davis, [H. Craig] and Hutton[, Thomas A.] 1988
3-11 McLaren, [Angus and Arlene Tigar] 1989
3-12 Patterson, [E. Palmer] 1988-1989

Issue 83


Issue 84

3-17 Lamb, [W. Kaye] and Bartroli, [Tomas] 1989
3-18 M’Gonigle 1989
3-19 Roger Sarty 1983-1984

Issue 85

3-20 Burskinshaw, [Robert] 1989
3-21 Lang, [Marjory] and Hale, [Linda] 1989
3-22 Tomblin, [Stephen G.] 1989
Issue 86

3-24 Pritchard 1989-1990

Issue 87

3-25 Andrews, [Margaret] 1989

Issue 88

3-29 Wedley, [John] 1989-1990

Issue 90

3-32 Yarmie, [Andrew] 1991

Issue 91-92

3-35 Jaccard, [Mark], Nyboer[, John] and Makinen[, Timo] 1991
3-36 Johannson, [Roff] 1990-1993

BOX 4

4-3 Wickwire, [Wendy] 1990-1992

Issue 93

4-4 Pritchard, [Allan] 1989-1992
Issue 94

4-6 Clayton, [Daniel] 1991
4-7 Galois, [Robert] 1991
4-8 Harris, [Cole] 1991

Issue 96

4-9 Kelm, [Mary-Ellen] 1990
4-10 Loo, [Tina] 1990
4-11 Pritchard, [Alan] Verney Postscript 1992
4-12 Vibert, [Elizabeth] review article 1991-1992
4-13 Williams, [Hector] et al Spanish Jar 1991

Issue 97

4-14 Cole, [Douglas] and Mullins[, Christine] 1992
4-15 Lane, [Richard] 1991-1992
4-16 Salloum, [Sheryl] 1991-1992

Issue 98

4-17 Anderson, [Robin] 1991-1993
4-18 Davis, [H. Craig] 1992

Issue 100

4-19 Ricou, [Laurie] 1984

Issue 101


Issue 102


Issue 103


BOX 5

5-1 Stainsby, [Jill] 1992-1994

Issue 105


Accepted but not published

5-5 Ralston 1991

(continued)

BOOK REVIEW SERIES

5-6 Book Review Correspondence: July 1981 - 1981-1982
5-7 Book Review Correspondence 1983-1993
5-8 Book Review Correspondence 1990-1992
5-9 Book Review Correspondence 1990-1992
5-10 Book Review Correspondence 1990-1992
5-11 Book Reviews #101 1992-1993
5-12 Book Reviews #103 1994
5-13 Book Reviews: Pending Publication 1983
5-14 Book Reviews Published 1983-1987
5-15 Book Reviews Published 1983-1987
5-16 Book Reviews Published Autumn 1983 - Winter 1984-1985
5-17 Book Reviews Published Spring 1988 1987-1990
PRINTER'S SERIES

BOX 6

6-1  B.C. Studies: Cumulative Index  1982
6-2  B.C. Studies No. 53 Contents, etc. [Spring 1982]  1982
6-3  B.C. Studies No. 54 Contents, etc. [Summer 1984]  1984
6-6  Special Issue - Indians [No. 57 Spring 1983]
6-7  Autumn 1983 [No. 59]
6-8  Spring 1984 [No. 61]
6-9  Summer 1984 [No. 62]
6-10 Autumn 1984 [No. 63]
6-11 Winter 1984-1985 [No. 64]
6-12 Spring 1985 [No. 65]
6-13 Summer 1985 [No. 66]
6-14 Autumn 1985 [No. 67]
6-15 Winter 1985-1986 [No. 68]
6-16 Vancouver Centennial [Spring 1986]  1985-1986
6-17 Special Issue - Spring-Summer  1986
6-18 Special Issue - Spring-Summer  1986
6-19 Special Issue - Spring-Summer  1986
6-20  [Autumn 1986 No. 71]
6-21 Winter 1986-1987 No. 72
6-22 Spring 1987 No. 73
6-23 Summer 1987 No. 74
6-24 Autumn 1987 No. 75
6-25 Winter 1987-1988  No. 76
6-26 Spring 1988 No. 77

BOX 7

7-1  Summer 1988 No. 78
7-2  Autumn 1988 No. 79
7-3 Winter 1988-89 No. 80
7-4 Spring 1989 No. 81
7-5 Summer 1989 No. 82
7-6 Autumn 1989 No. 83
7-7 Complete Issue [No. 95 Autumn 1992]
7-8 Complete Issue [No. 95 Autumn 1992]
7-9 Native Voice [No. 89] 1990-1993
7-10 Native Voice [No. 89] 1990-1993
7-11 Autumn 1993 [No. 99]
7-12 Special Issue Archaeology [No. 99]
7-13 Autumn 1993 Theme Issue #99 - Archaeology
7-14 Spring 1994

BOX 8

8-1 Anniversary Issue [No. 100] 1992-1994
8-2 Original Material No. 103 1994
8-3 Bibliography No. 103 1994
8-4 The North No. 104 Winter 94-95 1993-1995
8-5 The First Nations #110 Justice 1994

(continued)

CORRESPONDENCE SERIES

8-6 BC Studies 1983-1985
8-7 BC Studies Conference 1988
8-8 BC Studies Conference 1990
8-9 BC Studies Correspondence 1982-1983
8-10 B.C. Studies - General Correspondence Volume IV 1980-1982
8-11 B.C. Studies - General Correspondence Volume V 1982-1983
8-12 B.C. Studies Manuscript Correspondence Volume IV 1981-1982
8-13 B.C. Studies: Correspondence re Camosun College (Falconer text) Some Perspective on B.C.... 1980
8-15 BC Studies Prize 1986
8-16 B.C. Studies - Requests for Books 1982
8-17 Bibliography [of B.C. Readers Survey] 1983
8-18 Brochure 1984
8-19  Canadian Association of Learned Journals  1993-1995
8-20  CHA Subscription Service  1989-1993
8-21  Correspondence with Editor  1986-1987
8-22  Correspondence with Editor  1986-1987
8-23  Correspondence with Editor  1986-1987
8-24  Counter Sales  1984-1985
8-25  Cover Art  1986
8-26  Terry Crowley  1987
8-27  Dean of Graduate Studies  1991-1995
8-28  Dean of Graduate Studies  1991-1995
8-29  Patrick Dunae  1984
8-30  Melva Dwyer  1987-1992
8-31  Faculty of Graduate Studies Master Plan  1994
8-32  Robin Fisher  1986
8-33  Follow-Up  n.d.
8-34  Follow-Up  n.d.
8-35  Getting Subscribers  1985-1989
8-36  David Greer  1983-1992
8-37  George Hamilton  1991-1992

BOX 9

9-1  1986-1987 [Cole Harris]
9-2  Issue No. 102  1994
9-3  Issue No. 103  1994
9-4  Kaye Lamb  1986, 1990
9-5  Learned Societies Victoria  1990
9-6  Letter to Beaver Subscribers  1987
9-7  Letters to Potential Subscribers  1987-1988
9-8  Ma-Lai Correspondence  1992
9-9  Martin Lynch  1992
9-10  Map Drawing  1985
9-11  Mary  1981-1983
9-12  Miscellaneous  1984-1986
9-13  Morris Printing  1990, 1993
9-14  Newfoundland Studies  1985
9-15  Ormsby Scholarship  1993
9-16  Postal Subsidy  1989
9-17  Permission to Reprint  1985-1991
9-18  Potential Subscribers  n.d.
9-19 Prang Award 1980-1989
9-20 Renewal Letters to Subscribers 1986-1987
9-22 Special Issue Archaeology 1991-1995
9-23 Special Issue on Economics 1985
9-24 Special Issue - Economy of B.C. 1991
9-25 Special Issue on Historical Geography 1992
9-26 K.D. Srivastava 1989-1992
9-27 Stainsby Nomination for Neatby Prize 1995
9-29 Suggestions for Articles 1991-1994
9-30 Eve Szabo 1985-1987
9-31 To be Filed in Vancouver 1986-1987
9-33 Vice President Academic 1984-1987
9-34 Walter Young 1984

(continued)

FINANCIAL RECORDS SERIES

9-36 B.C. Studies - Financial July 1, 1982 to 1982
9-38 Faculty of Arts Funding 1991
9-40 Reprint of Issue No. 95 1994
9-41 SSHRC 1985 1985-1986
9-47 SSHRC Funding 1984-1989
9-49 B.C. Heritage Trust 1984

(continued)
MISCELLANEOUS SERIES

9-50 Advertising, Brochures Mailings for Subscriptions 1987-1989
9-51 Articles Submitted 1971-1983
9-54 B.C. Studies Cover and Layout 1983, 1988
9-56 B.C. Studies - Processing (Forms, Chart, etc.) n.d.
9-57 B.C. Studies Special Issues Planned n.d.
9-58 B.C. Studies Style Sheet n.d.
9-60 Circulation 1984
9-61 Corporate Funding n.d.
9-62 CPPA 1987-1989
9-63 Fraud and Scholarly Journals 1986-1987
9-64 Journal Editors Meeting February 1989
9-65 Journal Publishing 1983
9-66 National Magazine Awards 1983
9-68 Theme Issues n.d.
9-69 UBC Press 1984-1987

(continued)

ARTICLE SERIES cont’d

BOX 10

Issue 125/126 (Spring/Summer 2000), Douglas Cole Commemorative Issue

10-1 Bearman, Judith. Red Salmon and Red Cedar-Bark: Another look at the 19th Century Kwakwaka Wakw. 2000
10-2 Coles, Douglas. The Invented Indian/The Imagined Emily. 2000
10-3 Darnell, Regna. The Pivotal Role of the Northwest Coast in the History of Americanist Anthro. 2000
10-6 Wickwire, Wendy. The Quite Impossible. 2000
**Issue 127 (Autumn 2000)**

10-11 Evenden, Matthew. Remaking Hells Gate. 2000

**Issue 128 (Winter 2000/2001)**


**Issue 129 (Spring 2001)**

10-19 Carty, R. Kenneth. The Canadian Alliance. 2001
10-20 DeWiel, Boris. The Commentaries and Cultures of Canada: Old versus New. 2001
10-21 Jaccard, Marc. Deconstructing Hydro. 2001
10-23 Resnick, Phil. The Two British Columbias. 2001
10-24 Woolford, Andrew. Tainted Space. 2001

**Issue 130 (Summer 2001)**

10-25 Prudham, W. Scott and Maureen Reed. Looking to Oregon. 2001
10-26 Roth, Christopher. The Names Spread in all Directions. 2001


10-28 Dawson, Mike. Taking the D out of Depression. 2001-2002
10-29 McDonald, Robert. He Thought He was the Boss. 2001-2002

**BOX 11**

**Issue 133 (Spring 2002)**

11-1  Badir, Patricia. Our Performance Careless of Praise. 2002
11-2  Boychuck, Gerard and Deborah Vannignatten. The Canadian West as a Public Policy Space? 2002
11-3  Thoms, J. Michael. A Place Called Pennask. 2002

**Issue 134 (Summer 2002)**

11-4  Day, Richard and Tonio Sadik. The BC Land Question. 2002
11-5  Dean, Misao. Managing Communities. 2002
11-6  Dor, Anne. Transnational Communities: Japanese Canadians of the Fraser Valley, 1904-1942. 2002

**Issue 135 (Autumn 2002)**

11-7  Grenwell, Kim. Picturing Civilization. 2002
11-8  Mardsen, Susan. Adawx, Spanaxnox. 2002
11-9  Roy, Susan. Performing Musqueam Culture. 2002
11-10 Schorcht, Blanca. The Storied World of Harris. 2002

**Issue 136 (Winter 2002/2003)**

11-11 Behrisch, Tanya, Roger Hayter, and Trevor Barnes. I Dont Really Like the Mill. 2002-2003
11-12 Duder, Karen. Public Arts and Private Languages. 2002-2003
11-13 Garrish, Christopher. Unscrambling the Omelette. 2002-2003

**Issue 137 (Spring 2003)**

11-14 Barman, Jean. Vancouvers First Playwright. 2003
11-16 Grace, Sherrill. From Emily Carr to Joy Coghilland Back. 2003
11-17 Hoffman, James. Shedding the Colonial Past. 2003
BOX 12

Issue 138/139 (Summer/Autumn 2003)

12-1 Foster, Hamar and Allan Grove. Trespassers on the Soil. 2003
12-2 Larsen, Soren. Collaborative Geographies. 2003
12-3 Martindale, Andrew and Susan Marsden. Defining the Middle Period. 2003
12-4 Roe, Steve. If the Story Could be Heard. 2003
12-5 Harris, Cole. Revisiting the Native Land Question. 2003

(continued)

BOOK REVIEW SERIES cont’d

12-6 Issue 130 Book Reviews and Review Essays. 2001
12-7 Issue 134 Book Reviews. 2002
12-8 Issue 135 Review essays, Photoscape, interview with Susan Point. 2002
12-10 Issue 138-139 Review Essays and Book Reviews. 2003

(continued)

PRINTER’S SERIES cont’d

12-11/13 Issue 127 (Publication Copy) Final drafts. 2000 (3 files)
12-14 Issue 128 (Publication Copy) Final drafts. 2000-2001
12-16 Issue 129 (Publication Copy) Final drafts. 2001
12-17 Issue 130 (Publication Copy). 2001
12-18/19 Issue 131 (Publication Copy). 2001

BOX 13

13-1 Issue 131 (Publication Copy). 2001
13-3 Issue 133 (Publication Copy). 2002
13-4 Issue 134 Printing/Publication. 2002
13-5 Issue 135 Printing/Publication. 2002
13-6 Issue 136 Printing/Publication. 2002-2003
13-7 Issue 137 Printing/Publication. 2003
13-8/11 Issue 138/139 Printing/Publication. 2003

(continued)

CORRESPONDENCE SERIES cont’d

13-12 Issue 131 Editorial Board Field Trip, correspondence. 2001

(continued)

MISCELLANEOUS SERIES cont’d

13-13 Issue 131 Editorial Board Field Trip Manuscripts. 2001
13-14 Issue 131 Field Trip, Final Versions. 2001

(continued)

PHOTOGRAPH SERIES

13-15 Editorial Board field trip, 3 b&w photographs. 2001

UBC 122.1/1 Editorial Board field trip, group. 2001, colour, 10 X 15 cm, large-print.
UBC 122.1/2 Lynne and Bruce [Braun] on Editorial Board field trip. 2001, colour, 10 X 15 cm, large-print.
UBC 122.1/3 P. Shaw on Editorial Board field trip. 2001, colour, 10 X 15 cm, large-print.
UBC 122.1/4 [Mack and Susan Lane?] on Editorial Board field trip. 2001, colour, 10 X 15 cm, large-print.
UBC 122.1/5 O’Brian on Editorial Board field trip. 2001, colour, 10 X 15 cm, large-print.
ARTICLE SERIES cont’d

BOX 14

Issue 105/106 (Spring/Summer 1995), Women’s History and Gender Studies Special Issue


14-2 Brown, Helen. "Gender and Space: Constructing the Public School Teaching Staff in Nanaimo, 1891-1914." 1995


14-8 Little, Margaret Hillyard. "Claiming a Unique Place: The Introduction of Mothers’ Pensions in B.C." 1995


14-12 Dwyer, Melva J. "Bibliography of British Columbia." 1995

Issue 112 (Winter 1996-1997)


14-14a Miller, Bruce. "The ‘Really Real’ Border and the Divided Salish Community." 1996

14-16 Dwyer, Melva J. "Bibliography of British Columbia." 1996
14-17 Harris, Bob. Cartography - "Indian Map." [1996]

Issue 113 (Spring 1997)

14-19 Binkley, Clark S. "A Cross Road in the Forest: The Path to a Sustainable Forest Sector in B.C." 1995-1997

Issue 114 (Summer 1997)

14-22b Bateman, Rebecca. "DÂ©jÃ  vu All Over Again" or "Comparative Thoughts on the Politics of Aboriginal Assimilation."1996
14-23 Hinde, John. "'Stout Ladies and Amazons': Women in the British Columbia Coal Mining Community of Ladysmith, 1912-1914." 1997

Issue 115/116 (Autumn/Winter 1997-1998), Native Peoples and Colonialism Special Issue

Issue 115/116 (Autumn/Winter 1997-1998), Native Peoples and Colonialism Special Issue (cont.)


Issue 117 (Spring 1998)


Issue 118 (Summer 1998), Work and Welfare in B.C. Special Issue


Issue 128 (Winter 2000-2001)


(continued)
BOOK REVIEW SERIES cont’d

BOX 14

14-15 Book Reviews for Issue 112, also printing, poetry 1996-1997
14-21 Book Reviews for Issue 113, also editorial 1997
14-25 Book Reviews for Issue 114, also printing, poetry 1997

BOX 15

15-6 Book Reviews for Issue 117, also printing, poetry 1997-1998

(continued)

MISCELLANEOUS SERIES cont’d

BOX 15

15-3 Maps and mailing information 1997-1998

CORRESPONDENCE SERIES cont’d

15-12 Issue 137 (Spring 2003) Correspondence 2002-2003
15-13 Issue 138/139 (Summer/Autumn 2003) Correspondence 2003

(continued)

FINANCIAL RECORDS SERIES cont’d

BOX 16

16-1 Year End 99/00
16-2 Balance Sheet 99/00
16-3 Year End March 2000
16-4 Year End 2000/01 Transfers, etc.
16-5 Year End 2001/02
ARTICLE SERIES cont’d

BOX 17

Issue 140 (Winter 2003) Domestic Places


Issue 141 (Spring 2004)

17-12 Young, Nathan. Environmental Risk and Populations at Risk. Spring 2004

Issue 142 (Summer/Autumn 2004) On the Environment

Issue 144 (Winter 2004) Being Young: Journeys to Young Adulthood

17-22 Stong-Boaf, Veronica. Interrupted Relations. Winter 2004
17-23 Chalmers, Graeme and Margaret Martens. Educating the Eye, Hand, and Heart. Winter 2004
17-24 Clarke, Nic. Sacred Daemons. Winter 2004
17-25 Marker, Michael. It Was Different Times of Day. Winter 2004

Issue 145 (Spring 2005)

17-26 Mouat, Jeremy. Situating Vancouver Island. Spring 2005
17-27 Block, Tina. Families That Pray Together. Spring 2005

Issue 146 (Summer 2005)

17-30 Thomson, Duane. They Made Themselves Our Guests. Summer 2005
17-32 Clement, Dominique. An Exercise in Futility. Summer 2005

Issue 147 (Autumn 2005)

17-33 New, Bill. Writing Here. Autumn 2005
17-34 Dossa, Parin. Witnessing Social Suffering. Autumn 2005
17-35 McCallum, Todd. The Reverend and the Tramp. Autumn 2005

Issue 148 (Winter 2005/06)

17-37 Ng, Wing Chung. Chinese Theatre as Transnational Business. Winter 2005/06
17-38 Johnson, Elizabeth. Evidence of an Ephemeral Art. Winter 2005/06
17-40 Harris, Cole. Do Glaciers Really Listen. Winter 2005/06

Issue 149 (Spring 2006)

17-42 McDonald, Robert. Sir Charles Hibbert Tupper. Spring 2006

Issue 150 (Summer 2006) Aquaculture

17-44 Tollefson, Chris and Robert Scott. Charting a Course. Summer 2006

(continued)

BOOK REVIEW SERIES cont’d

BOX 18

18-1 Issue 141. Review Essays and Book Reviews. 2004

(continued)

PRINTERS SERIES cont’d

18-10 Issue 140. Printing/Publication. 2003
18-11 Issue 141. Printing/Publication. 2004
18-12 Issue 142/143. Publication/Printing. Summer/Autumn 2004
18-13 Issue 144. Publication/Printing. Winter 2004
18-14 Issue 145. Publication/Printing. Spring 2005
18-15 Issue 146. Publication/Printing. Summer 2005
18-16 Issue 147. Publication/Printing. Autumn 2005
18-17 Issue 148. Publication/Printing. Winter 2005/06
BOX 19

19-1  Issue 151.  Printing/Publication. (Autumn 2006)
19-2  Issue 152.  Printing/Publication. (Winter 2006/07)
19-3  Issue 154.  Printing/Publication. (Summer 2007)
19-6  Issue 160.  Printing/Publication. (Winter 2008/09)

(continued)

BOOK REVIEW SERIES cont’d

19-8  Issue 152.  Book Reviews. (Winter 2006/07)
19-10 Issue 154.  Book Reviews. (Summer 2007)

BOX 20

20-3  Issue 158.  Book Reviews 158. (Summer 2008)

(continued)

ARTICLE SERIES cont’d

Issue 151 (Autumn, 2006)

20-7  Rollwagens, Katharine. "'That Touch of Paternalism': Cultivating community in the company town of Britannia Beach, British Columbia 1923-1960."
20-8  Buddle, Melanie. "You have to think like a man and act like a lady."
Issue 152 (Winter 2006/07)

20-9  Schreiber, Dorothee. "Collaborations on the Periphery."
20-10 Neylan, Susan. "'By the Noise They Made': Native Brass Bands."
20-11 Roy, Susan. "Who Were These Mysterious People?"

Issue 153 (Spring 2007)

20-12 Kennedy, Dorothy. "Quantifying 'Two Sides of a Coin.'"

BOX 21


Issue 154 (Summer 2007)

21-5  Fondahl, Gail and Atkinson Donna. "Re-making Space in North-Central British Columbia: The Establishing of the John Prince Research Forest."

Issue 155 (Autumn 2007)

21-6  Lackenbauer, P. Whitney. "Guerrillas in Our Midst: The Pacific Coast Militia Ranger."
21-7  Tomalin, Marcus. "'My Close Application to the Language': William Henry Collison and Nineteenth-Century Haida Linguistics."

Issue 156/157 (Winter/Spring 2007/08)

BOX 22
22-2  BC and Asian Pacific World.
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